
Chapter 3737

“You don’t have to worry about it. Harvey York’s not going to win.”

Harold Bauer sat right beside Sienna Wright with a faint smile.

Sienna frowned.

“What makes you say that?”

“Simple. He’s not as calm as Ryland Burlowe!” replied Harold.

“There’s something that Rhea’s right about. It’s not all about fighting and killing in the ring. The only person you can rely on is
yourself.

“If Harvey were competent, he wouldn’t need to slap Clyde Osborne in the face in the first place.

“The slap only proves that he’s actually guilty!”

“Is that so?

Sienna showed a faint smile.
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“Though, I don’t think so.

“I think he slapped Clyde in the face because he knows he can win.

“As long as he wins, everyone will choose to forget what he did, no matter how bad it is.”

Harold coldly chuckled after hearing Sienna’s words. Obviously, he did not take her words seriously at this moment.

Harold had been investigating Harvey ever since two young masters in his family were crushed by the same person.

He believed that Harvey had the ability to fight in the business field, but his strength was inherently quite limited.

Compared to a top talent like Ryland, Harvey was just inferior.

If this were any other day, Harold would have been looking forward to Harvey’s performance…

But since this was a fair fight in the ring, in his eyes, Harvey had no chance of winning.
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After hearing Harold’s words, the crowd all nodded in unison. They were apprehensive about the fight soon after.

Harvey’s temperament and aura did not seem stronger than Ryland’s at all.

It seemed like the outcome of the fight was already set in stone.

“Alright! Begin!”

The host wasted no time waving his hand after seeing the crowd getting riled up.

Even before Harvey could do anything, Ryland swung his hand before two needles flew right toward Harvey.

The needles were whistling in the air. It was an extremely fierce sight.

Harvey calmly tilted to the side, dodging the attack…

But the needles changed their trajectory midair before piercing right through Harvey’s collar.

It was only a hair’s length before Harvey was struck, but the crowd was already cheering.

Ryland’s extraordinary prowess with his hidden weapons was already shown at this point.

“You’re pretty weak!

Ryland showed his index finger in front of Harvey before he hooked it with a playful expression on his face.

“I’m giving you a chance right now! Kneel and admit defeat! I won’t kill you if you do!”

“You talk too much,” replied Harvey calmly, as if he was not at a disadvantage.

“Heh! If you don’t cherish the opportunity, don’t blame me for what happens next!”



Ryland stopped talking before he swung both of his hands.

Thousands of needles instantly flew straight forward!

“The Thousand Hands!”

“It’s that move again!” exclaimed someone from the crowd.

They had already seen the same move, but Ryland’s seemed much stronger and fiercer than Amber Levine’s!

Almost the entire ring was covered by his needles at this moment.

Harvey was moments away from turning into a porcupine!
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